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Time Sement Title Synopsis Partial Transcript Keywords

:53---2:09 Family Life Ambrose talks
about his family
dynamics and
how he was
raised.

"What was family
life like growing
up"

(South
Chicago;
Sheltered;
Illness;
mother; father;
Christmas;
Thanksgiving;
reading; arts;
church;
doctor;
Academic;
Loner;
Midwestern;
study; )

3:25--5:04 Early School Ambrose
explains his
experiences in
school and how
he pursued his
academic
highschool
career

"Well school it just
depends…"

(School;
Chicago;
Tough; runned
down;
teachers; 9%;
integrate; High
School; Negro
students;
white;
privilege)

5:28---6:55 His favorite
teacher

At his new
school, he was
encouraged to
enter a speaking
contest and won
with Dr. Luther
King Jr. “I have a
dream” speech.

"I met my favorite
teacher, Mrs.
Shwartz"

(teacher;
favorite; learn,
"I have a
dream;
speech;
school;
student;
English;
literature;
contest;
Church; Win;
Chicago)
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7:04-- 12:45 Escape to
Theatre

He explains that
his passion for
theatre grew on
a limb audition
that translated
into a new love.

"Well, I started
theatre there.."

(Community;
theatre; Julius
Caesar;
Comic Books;
Gangs;
Passion; Cast;
show; sore
thumb; color;)

15:01---19:14 Impact of Martin
Luther King

He talks about
the historical
figures in his life
that inspired him
in his early
childhood.

"My childhood
culminated with
meeting Doctor
King…"

(Childhood;
Martin Luther
King; Father
Clemens;
Projects;
March; Jesse
Jackson;
Movement;
Somebody";
Teach; ASU)

19:23-- 20:54 South Chicago
to South
Phoenix

After getting
caught up with
the Black stone
rangers he was
forced to leave
South Chicago
for his own
safety.

"Leaving
Chicago, I
left after
Gang
shootings.."

(Gangs;
South
Chicago;
Black Stone
Rangers;
Assassinated;
Martin Luther
King; South
Phoenix;
Arizona)

21:11--- 23:39 South Phoenix He talks about
his travels from
going to a new
destination that
he would
instantly fall in
love with, which
was, South
Phoenix.

“South Phoenix,
well, I loved it..”

(Train;
Flagstaff;
Chicago;
Palmtrees;
Mountain;
Peaceful; City;
Town;)

26:55---29:23 Civil Rights in He explains the "Phoenix was (Civil Rights;
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Phoenix position that
Phoenix was in,
in terms of civil
rights, and says
that there were
activists here,
but the
movement was
more scattered.

behind in terms of
social
demonstration of
civil rights"

Players;
Justice; Poet;
writers; first
generation;
Activist”

31:00---36:00 Richard Harris
and an
opportunity

Still in High
School he talks
about he had a
chance to write a
part of the Youth
United
Newspaper.

“Have a seat..” ( Writing;
Poetry;
Newspaper;
Reporter;
diversity;
School;
Students
;Activist)

36:11--41:13 Arts fighting for
Justice

He talks about
how the arts
were reaching
out to people
and topics of
social justice.

"To answer your
question to
whether we were
in tune, we were
getting there …"

(Helen Mason;
theatre;
writing; arts;
social justice;
performance;
direct;
younge;
Phoenix
College; Black
Theatre
Troupe)

42:00---45:40 SMCC and
community

How South
Mountain
impacts the
community and
allows artists to
show their work
in hopes of
helping positive
change occur.

"South Mountain
College and its
impact that it has
had on the
community"

(South
Mountain
College;
community;
growth;
opportunities;
plays; culture)

46:40-- 48:20 The friends he
has met

He has met so
many great
artists and

"I can't even put it
into context, like
that"

(Art; Friends;
Matin
Mogreino;
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people in
Phoenix that
have changed
the community
with their artistic
abilities.

Theatre;
Latino)

48:26--52:00 How South
Phoenix has
changed

He talks about
the changes that
have happened
to the
community of
South Phoenix

“A place in that
sense…”

(Phoenix;
Changes;
Multiracial;
transportation;
housing;
stores;
urbanization;
development)

52:50---54:36 Built up of South
Phoenix Youth
Center

Talks about his
old job of South
Phoenix Youth
Center and it
being his
greatest
achievement.

“And I retired from
here…”

( Restore;
South
Phoenix;
Accomplishme
nt;
development;
Career; Youth
Center)

54:44--56:50 Impactful bond
of South
Phoenix and
SMCC

Sharing how
SMCC is a
pivotal reason
for the positive
changes that are
happening in the
community

“South Mountain
was kind of like a
pinnacle or a
pillar…”

(Community;
School;
theatre; South
Phoenix;
SMCC;
Change)

57:40---1:03:00 What can be
fixed?

He’s working
House of
Representative,
Boulding to help
the against the
discrimination
against young
black and
hispanic males
by police.

“I wasn’t quite sure
what I was going
to do”

(House of
Representativ
e; Police;
Black male;
Hispanic
Male;
Africans;
ADACA)

1:03:19--- What does he He explains how “To answer your (Festival;
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1:06:30 hope for in the
future?

the upcoming
generation is
going to bring
better change to
the racial
revolution.

question…” ADACA;
Arizona;
Tradition;
Humanity;
Revolution;
Empathy;
Citizenship;
Love)

1:07:20--1:11:15 Me Nobody
Knows.

He goes into
depth about the
work that he has
done at SMCC,
having to do with
performances of
a book named
“Me Nobody
Knows”

“I did some of my
best work here…”

(Music; Plays;
Shows;
Performances;
Community;Te
ach; Writing;
Thesis;
Poems;
Arizona; New
York)

1:12:51 ---end He expresses
his honest
opinions on the
state shuttering
South Phoenix
parks and
recreational
centers during a
hard time.

Rod talks about
the unfairness of
the government
defunding South
Phoenix parks
and non-profits
around 2010.

“These were
places we grew up
in, everybody grew
up in these places.

(City Counsel;
Shutter;
Income
bracket; South
Phoenix;
Appeal;
Budget; Law
Makers)

500 words about Rod Ambrose:

Rod Ambrose worked side by side with South Mountain Community College at the South
Phoenix Youth Center, where he directed and wrote many culturally impactful plays. His theatre
allowed many South Mountain students, along with children in the community, to embrace their
inner poet. He worked there for over 20 years and influenced an artistic change in the
community. He advocates for racial justice in Arizona ,as well as throughout the United States.
Even going as far as being a part of ADACA (African Diaspora Advisory Council of Arizona)
who’s function in the community is to celebrate African heritage.
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Rod Ambrose was born in South Chicago and was raised by his mother and father until his
mother passed away in 1963. During his small midwestern upbringing he remembers being
sheltered and very focused on academics even before he started attending school. This could
have been due to his mother who was a nurse at the time, later becoming a doctorate who
encouraged her son to read, partake in the arts, and study a lot. This translated into him leaving
his rundown public school and transferring to an integrated white ivy league high school,
Limbem Technical School. There he was apart of the first 20 negro students that were able to
integrate the school. After a challenging time when his mother passed at age 16 he was
tempted by the streets of Chicago, more specifically the gang, “Black Stone Rangers”; but
during the same time went the route of theatre. Following his high school audition for the play of
Julius Caesar, where he was reading for Marc Anthony, he remembers the instructor telling him
that he was the best actor to audition, but unfortunately he would stick out like a sore thumb.
(“Escape to theatre” index 7:04--12:45 (timestamp)
This was just the beginning of the struggle of discrimination that he would face for years to
come. When he got into trouble with the streets of Chicago he was forced to leave for his safety
and live with his family in South Phoenix.

The culture shock that Rod experienced when transitioning from South Chicago to South
Phoenix was something that he will never forget. Arriving here on a train in Flagstaff, Ambrose
compared South Phoenix to a little town compared to South Chicago, explaining how he felt like
a city boy in a country field. Although, one thing that was interchangeable was the
demonstration for civil rights. Ambrose, being knowledgeable about racial injustice, actually
went to the extent to say that while he was in Chicago “My childhood culminated with meeting
Dr. King”. Bringing what he learned in Chicago to Phoenix was a beneficial factor for the
community and their growth towards civil justice.

Combining his love for art and passion for social justice, he helped a mentor, Helen Mason,
develop a theatre for young black students while he was in college. This group later became
known as the “Black Theatre Troupe” which is one of the most respected institutions in the
country.

Rod Ambrose not only fought against dipropionate minority confinement, but also is a patron for
the culture revolution, who he says the upcoming generation will succeed in by showing
empathy to racial awareness and respect to people no matter what color, size, or orientation.


